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Abstract 

 

Long-term winter and summer MJO trends in the past 138 years (1871 – 2008) 

were examined using National Oceanic and Atmospheric Administration（NOAA）20th 

Century Reanalysis V2c dataset. It is found that MJO shows a distinctive different 

trend between boreal winter and summer. While the MJO intensity in both boreal 

winter and summer has a rising trend, the winter trend is much greater than the 

summer trend. As a result, the winter – summer difference shows a significant 

increasing trend. The distinctive winter and summer trends are attributed to the 

difference of atmospheric background circulation (such as vertical velocity) and static 

stability responses to the global warming between boreal winter and summer over 

equatorial eastern Indian Ocean. In boreal winter, both the surface moistening and 

strengthened ITCZ convection contribute to an increase of MJO activity. This is in 

contrast to boreal summer when a greater static stability and anomalous subsidence 

tend to offset the moistening effect, leading to a relatively weaker increase of the MJO 

activity. 
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1. Introduction 

The Madden-Julian Oscillation (MJO) is the most prominent intraseasonal mode 

in tropical atmosphere (Madden and Julian, 1994; Lau and Waliser, 2005; Zhang, 

2005; Waliser, 2006) and the major predictability source for extended range forecast 

(Ferranti et al. 1990; Lau and Chang, 1992; Jones et al. 2000). MJO is characterized 

by a large-scale convective envelope with a dominant first-baroclinic vertical 

structure in free atmosphere, propagating eastward along the equator (Madden and 

Julian 1972; Wang et al. 2017, 2018; Wang and Li 2020). After initiated over tropical 

western Indian Ocean, MJO intensifies over the warm oceans (Zhao et al. 2013; Mei 

et al. 2015). The main convective activity associated with MJO is confined in the 

Indo-Pacific warm pool, but its upper-tropospheric circulation signal can propagate 

around the entire global tropics (Wang and Rui 1990, Li et al. 2015) and into higher 

latitudes (Ding and Wang 2007; Wang et al. 2013). 

MJO exhibits significant seasonal variations in its intensity (Madden 1986), 

phase speed and direction of propagation (Wang and Rui 1990; Wu et al. 2005) and 

frequency (Hartmann et al. 1992). While boreal winter MJO is dominated by eastward 

propagation along the equator, boreal summer intraseasonal oscillation exhibits 

prominent northward propagation over tropical Indian Ocean and South China Sea 

(Yasunari, 1979, 1980; Gadgil and Srinivasan, 1990; Jiang et al. 2004) and 

northwestward propagation off the equatorial western North Pacific (Hartmann and 

Michelsen, 1989; Li and Wang 2005). The cause of the seasonality is possibly 

attributed to the meridional displacement of the thermal equator in boreal winter and 

summer over the Maritime Continent (Li 2014). 

The trend of MJO intensity during recent decades has been examined. For 

example, Slingo et al. (1999) found that MJO appeared more active after 1976 than 

before. Zveryaev (2002) attributed the recently increased MJO activities over the 
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monsoon region to the increased local sea surface temperature (SST) over the tropical 

Indian Ocean. Jones and Carvalho (2006) noted that the enhanced MJO activity since 

1976 includes both the increases of MJO amplitude and frequency. Tao et al. (2015) 

pointed out that during 1982-2009 the boreal summer ISO exhibited an increasing 

trend while the trend of the MJO in boreal winter was not significant.  

All the aforementioned studies (e.g., Slingo et al. 1999; Zveryaev 2002; Jones 

and Carvalho 2006; Tao et al. 2015) were based on analysis of a relatively short 

period dataset, in which a trend was often mixed up with the change associated with 

natural interdecadal modes, such as the Interdecadal Pacific Oscillation (IPO) and the 

Atlantic Multi-decadal Mode (AMO). Thus, it is necessary to use a longer (greater 

than 100 years) dataset to separate the global warming and natural variability signals 

(Dai et al. 2015). Recently there were a number of studies about the future projection 

of MJO under global warming using CMIP5 (Coupled Model Intercomparison Project 

Phase 5) (e.g., Bui et al. 2018, 2019; Cui and Li 2019; Maloney et al. 2019; Rushley 

et al. 2019) or other models (e.g., Maloney and Xie 2013; Liu et al. 2013; Arnold et al. 

2015; Chang et al. 2015). These studies showed that MJO would intensify in general 

(e.g., Rushley et al. 2019; Subramanian et al. 2014; Adames et al. 2017) and occur 

more frequently (Arnold et al. 2013; Chang et al. 2015). However, there is large 

uncertainty among these models, and most of these projections focused on the MJO 

intensity change in boreal winter. Motivated by these studies, we intend to use 

long-term observational and reanalysis data to isolate global warming signals from 

natural interdecadal modes to investigate the responses of MJO activities to increasing 

CO2 in the past century, in a way similar to the future projection study with models. 

Furthermore, it has been shown that MJO exhibits a great seasonal difference in 

propagation (Wang and Rui 1990; Zhang et al. 2019), initiation (Jiang and Li 2005; Li 

et al. 2008; Zhao et al. 2013), and teleconnection patterns (Ding and Wang 2007). Few 
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of previous works examined the long-term trend difference between boreal winter and 

summer MJO. Given the distinctive summer and winter MJO behaviors, in this study 

we intend to separate winter and summer MJO trends.  

The remaining part of this paper is organized as following. The data and methods 

are introduced in section 2. The winter and summer trends of MJO are presented in 

section 3. In section 4, we examine the physical mechanisms responsible for the 

winter and summer trend difference. Finally, a conclusion is given in section 5.  

 

2. Data and Methods 

2.1 Data 

The main dataset used for this study is the NOAA 20th Century Reanalysis V2c 

(hereafter NOAA-20C) from 1871 to 2008 (Compo et al. 2011). Daily upper-level and 

lower-level zonal wind fields and upward outgoing longwave radiation flux at top of 

atmosphere (OLR) fields are used to measure the MJO intensity. It is worth 

mentioning that this reanalysis product assimilated only surface pressure, sea surface 

temperature and sea ice observations for the entire period, even though in the satellite 

era additional observations become available. The consistent use of the same data 

without incorporating new data sources guarantees no artificial jumps in the time 

series of variables, thereby casting confidence on the trend analysis. In addition, 

monthly mean sea surface temperature (SST) from the Hadley Center (Rayner et al. 

2003) during 1871-2008 is used. The horizontal resolution of the SST data is 2°×2°. 

The boreal winter (summer) is defined as the extended period from December to May 

(June to November). 

To ensure that an MJO intensity index (described below) derived from the 

NOAA-20C is accurate in representing realistic MJO signals, a comparison is made 

first with the MJO index calculated using modern observations for a period of 
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1979-2008 (Cui et al. 2020). The observed daily OLR from NOAA (Liebmann and 

Smith 1996) and zonal wind fields from National Centers for Environmental 

Prediction-National Center for Atmospheric Research (NCEP-NCAR) Reanalysis I 

(Kalnay et al. 1996) are used for this purpose. The horizontal resolution is 

interpolated to 2.5°×2.5° for all datasets with 19 levels from 1000hPa to 100hPa.   

 

2.2 Methods 

The Real-time Multi-variate MJO (RMM) index developed by Wheeler and 

Hendon (2004) is computed to measure eastward-propagating MJO intensity and 

phase. The RMM indices using modern observations and those from NOAA-20C are 

computed for the same period (1979-2008) for comparison.  

The following is the procedure to construct the RMM index. Firstly, all variables 

are subject to a 20-100-day filtering after removing a long-term linear trend, to 

remove the trend effect. Then the filtered wind and OLR fields are averaged over the 

tropical belt (15°S-15°N). Next a multi-variable EOF analysis is performed, to obtain 

two leading EOF patterns and their associated normalized principal components (PC1 

and PC2). As shown in Fig. 1, the two leading modes capture the major 

eastward-propagating MJO mode along the equator. The MJO intensity is 

approximately represented by the square root of the sum of square of two principal 

components (√𝑃𝑃𝑃𝑃12 + 𝑃𝑃𝑃𝑃22). 

The RMM index considers both the convection and circulation fields. To test the 

sensitivity of the trend analysis result to MJO definition, two additional MJO indices, 

with one considering only convection and the other only circulation, are also 

calculated. The calculation steps are similar to that of RMM. In the following, 

different notations are used to represent the different MJO indices mentioned above. 

RMM_NCEP represents the RMM index calculated based on 200hPa and 850hPa 
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zonal wind from NCEP/NCAR reanalysis I and satellite-measured OLR fields. RMM 

_NOAA denotes the RMM index calculated based on 200hPa and 850hPa zonal wind 

and OLR fields from NOAA-20C. RMM_OLR represents the convection-based 

RMM index with only OLR considered, and RMM_circulation represents the 

circulation-based RMM index calculated based on 200hPa and 850hPa zonal winds. 

 

3. Winter and summer MJO trends  

To examine whether or not the NOAA-20C is able to capture the MJO variability 

realistically, we first compare the two RMM indices, RMM_NCEP and RMM_ 

NOAA, for the period of 1979-2008. Figure 1 shows the patterns of two leading EOF 

modes associated with the two RMM indices. In general, they bear similarity in the 

EOF patterns. For instance, the upper-level and lower-level zonal winds are opposite, 

indicating a first baroclinic mode vertical structure. Low-level easterlies (westerlies) 

appear to the east (west) of the MJO convection represented by a negative OLR center. 

From the lead-lagged correlation maps (Fig. 1 c-d), a significant negative correlation 

peak appears at day -10, indicating that EOF2 leads EOF1 by ten days, implying an 

eastward propagation.  

As described in section 2, the overall MJO intensity can be defined as the square 

root of the sum of square of PC1 and PC2. To measure quantitatively how well the 

NOAA-20C is in reproducing the MJO intensity, we compute the correlation 

coefficients between the PC time series obtained from modern observations with 

NOAA-20C dataset for the period of 1979-2008, and the result is shown in Table 1. 

Note that the average correlation is around 0.8, exceeding a 99% confidence level. 

This adds confidence to use NOAA-20C to analyze the long-term trend of MJO 

intensity. The other two indices (considering either convection-only or 

circulation-only) also show high correlations with those calculated based on 
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RMM_NCEP. The results above are consistent with those of Kiladis (2014) and Li et 

al. (2015). While the index calculated based on the OLR-only was a little noiser 

compared to that calculated based on the circulation-only, these indices generally 

capture the MJO intensity and phase propagation characteristics.    

Figure 2 shows the time series of the daily MJO intensity index derived from 

RMM_NOAA, which shows a marked increasing trend since 1871. To test whether 

this trend is statistically significant, the Mann-Kenadall (MK) method (Kendall and 

Stuart, 1967; Mann, 1945) is used. The result indicates that the trend is statistically 

significant at a 99% confidence level. Figure 3 illustrates the winter and summer MJO 

trends. While both the winter and summer trends are statistically significant 

(exceeding a 99% confidence level), the winter trend is greater than the summer trend. 

Given that the climatologically winter MJO strength is greater than the summer MJO 

strength (Li and Hsu 2017), a much greater increase of the boreal winter MJO trend 

implies that the seasonal contrast of MJO variability increases in the past 138 years.  

Figure 4a shows the time series of the winter and summer MJO intensity 

difference with RMM_NOAA. It shows an upward trend in the past 138 years. Our 

calculation of the P-value with the MK method indicates that the winter-summer 

difference has a significant positive trend at a 90% confidence level. It is worth noting 

that the distinctive trend differences are also evident and statistically significant with 

other MJO indices (Fig. 4b, 4c). Additionally, we conduct another analysis with 

different criteria for the strict season definition, that is, December-Febuary (DJF) for 

winter and June-August (JJA) for summer. So-calculated winter-summer trend 

difference with RMM_NOAA is still statistically significant (not shown). This 

indicates that the seasonal contrast of MJO trend between boreal winter and summer 

is robust. 
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Fig. 5 directly shows the winter and summer MJO intensity trends, after the 

long-term annual mean trend is removed. Here, annual mean trend is the annual 

average of winter and summer trends. The MJO intensity in boreal winter and summer 

illustrates clear opposite trends, with a significant (exceeding a 90% confidence level) 

increasing (decreasing) trend in boreal winter (summer). 

Another way to examine the trend difference between the winter and summer is 

to perform a skewness analysis. The skewness is a measure of the relative amplitude 

of positive and negative values of a time series. Following White (1980), the 

skewness is defined as  

Skewness = m3 ∕ (m2)3/2 , 

where mk is the kth moment, 

mk = � (xi−X�)k

N

N

i=1
  , 

xi denotes the time series of winter and summer intensity difference at ith year, X� 

the long term mean of the time series, and N the number of years considered. The 

statistical significance of the skewness may be estimated such that a confidence level 

of 95% corresponds to the amplitude of the skewness exceeding ±0.67 (Hong et al. 

2008). 

We calculated the skewness for different periods with RMM_NOAA. Table 2 

lists the results. N=30 means that we compared the skewness values for the first and 

last 30 years. We tested the sensitivity of N from 30 to 60. Note that the skewness 

values are always significantly negative (positive) during the first (last) N years. This 

indicates that the difference between winter and summer MJO intensity is getting 

larger and larger.  

To understand the connection between the winter and summer MJO trend and 

global SST evolution, we examine the time evolution of dominant global SST pattern 

during the past 138 years. An EOF analysis of 8-year low-pass filtered monthly global 
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SST field from 1871 to 2008 was conducted and the result is shown in Fig. 6. Before 

the EOF analysis, the long-term climatological annual cycle has been removed. The 

first leading EOF mode is a global warming pattern (Fig. 6a), whereas the second and 

third modes represent, respectively, the IPO and AMO modes (not shown). The 

correlation coefficients between the winter-summer trend difference and the time 

series of the three leading EOF modes are shown in Table 3. It is significantly 

correlated to the global warming time series, but not to the IPO or AMO mode. This 

implies that the winter-summer difference trend is caused by the global warming 

effect.  

In the significance test above, the effective degree of freedom has been 

considered, following Davis (1976) and Chen (1982). Individual samples within a 

time series dataset after filtering may not be considered totally independent, which 

can be inferred from a higher auto correlation (Chen 1982; Davis 1976). This prompts 

the consideration of decrease of effective sample size when applied to t test, not 

simply equal to N (sample length)-2. The method used here for estimate of the new 

degree of freedom is simply based on the estimation of the cross-correlation. The 

effective degree of freedom is defined as n
T
 , with n being total number of sample 

data and  

T = ∑ Rxx(τ)∞
τ=−∞ ⋅ Ryy(τ) , 

where Rxx(yy)(τ) presents the auto correlation of variable x(y), τ time lag. That is, 

Rxx(τ) = 1
n−τ

∑ xτ∗n−τ
t=1 ⋅ xt+τ∗  

Ryy(τ) = 1
n−τ

∑ yτ∗n−τ
t=1 ⋅ yt+τ∗  . 

τ is often set to the half of n and * means the standardized time series. 
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4. Physical cause of the winter-summer trend difference 

To understand the mechanism responsible for the distinctive seasonal trend 

contrast, we examine the atmospheric and oceanic conditions associated with the MJO 

change. To better understand the winter-summer trend difference, the whole analysis 

period (1871-2008) is divided into Stage 1 (1871-1930), Transition period (1931-1948) 

and Stage 2 (1949-2008). The difference of background fields between Stage 2 and 

Stage 1 is examined to understand environmental controlling factors for the MJO as 

the MJO activities are much higher in Stage 2 than in Stage 1.  

It has been shown that propagation features of boreal winter and summer 

intraseasonal oscillation modes are very different (e.g., Li and Wang 2005; Li 2014; 

Zhang and Li 2019). Given that the RMM index reflects primarily the 

eastward-propagating signal, it is desirable to select a common reference domain 

(10°S-5°N，75°E-100°E), where MJO eastward propagation is most pronounced in 

both boreal winter and summer, for the subsequent diagnosis. 

Figure 6 illustrates the dominant spatial patterns and time series of boreal winter 

(Fig. 6c, d) and summer (Fig. 6e, f) SST during the 138 year period. Given the similar 

explained variance, pattern and time series in boreal winter and summer (Fig. 6g, h), it 

is concluded that neither pattern nor time series of SST is a direct factor that causes 

the distictive winter and summer trends of MJO intensity.  

While the SST patterns look similar, the circulation fields are very different 

between Stage 2 and Stage 1. Figure 7 shows mid-tropospheric vertical velocity and 

lower-tropospheric moisture difference fields in boreal winter (right panel of Fig. 7). 

Accompanied with the difference fields are the long-term climatological fields in the 

same season (left panel, Fig. 7). The northern hemisphere winter climate in tropical 

Indo-Pacific warm pool is characterized by pronounced deep convection, 

mid-tropospheric ascending motion and low-level convergence along the 
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inter-tropical convergence zone (ITCZ) slightly south of the equator. The mean 

ascending motion and low-level convergence lead to high mean moisture in the 

equatorial Indian Ocean, where MJO variability is also high (Hsu and Li 2012a, Zhao 

et al. 2013). The difference fields show an overall increase in the ascending motion 

(Fig. 7b) and moisture (Fig. 7d), indicating a strengthened ITCZ over the eastern 

equatorial Indian Ocean, which favors the MJO development. As a result, both the 

amplitude and frequency of MJO may increase in Stage 2 compared to in Stage 1.  

To sum up, the global warming leads to an increase of surface moisture and 

ascending motion in the key MJO variability region in boreal winter (Hsu and Li 

2012b). Both factors favor the occurrence of more frequent (Arnold et al. 2013; 

Chang et al. 2015) and stronger (e.g., Subramanian et al. 2014; Adames et al. 2017; 

Rushley et al. 2019) MJOs. This leads to enhanced overall MJO variability (e.g., Liu 

et al. 2013; Maloney and Xie 2013; Maloney et al. 2019) in boreal winter.  

In contrast, the background vertical velocity and moisture difference fields in 

boreal summer exhibit a distinctive feature. The background mean vertical velocity 

field in tropical Indian Ocean is characterized by two branches of ascending motion, 

one along the monsoon trough (15°N) and the other over the eastern equatorial Indian 

Ocean (Fig. 8a). Initiated over the equatorial Indian Ocean, MJO convective activity 

often propagates northward over Bay of Bengal in boreal summer (Jiang et al. 2004) 

while the dominant eastward propagation occurs in the equatorial eastern Indian 

Ocean (Jiang and Li 2005). In the mean state difference map, there is marked 

ascending motion along the monsoon trough, where the main convective zone in 

northern summer is located, but anomalous descending motion appears in the 

equatorial eastern Indian Ocean, Maritime Continent and equatorial western Pacific. 

Such anomalous descending motion tends to suppress MJO activity over the 

equatorial region, as demonstrated by a theoretical model of MJO (Li 2014).  
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In spite of descending motion induced surface divergence, the low-level moisture 

still increases near the equator (Fig. 8d), implying that the SST warming induced 

evaporation increase offsets the divergence effect. The overall increase of the 

moisture in the tropics favors the increase of MJO variance. This moisture effect is 

offset to a certain extent by the vertical velocity effect. As a result, a weaker 

increasing trend of MJO intensity is observed during the past 138 years.  

To clearly demonstrate the cause of anomalous descending motion in the 

equatorial zone, we plotted the meridional – vertical structure of atmospheric 

overturning circulation averaged over 75°E-100°E (Fig. 9). Note that in boreal 

summer (Fig. 9b), the anomalous descending motion at the equatorial zone is closely 

related to enhanced convection over the monsoon trough. Therefore, it is likely that 

the global SST warming leads to a stronger Indian monsoon through “the richest get 

richer” mechanism (Hsu and Li 2012b), and the strengthened monsoon further 

induces anomalous subsidence over the equatorial region through the dynamic 

connection of local Hadley Cell. It is the anomalous subsidence that offsets the SST 

induced surface moistening effect and leads to a relatively weaker increase of MJO 

activity in northern summer. In contrast to boreal summer, the anomalous 

mid-tropospheric ascending motion occupies the entire tropical eastern Indian Ocean 

region in boreal winter. 

Another factor to cause the winter and summer trend difference is the 

atmospheric static stability. The static stability was calculated at each vertical level, 

based on the following formula: 

 𝑆𝑆 = 𝑅𝑅𝑅𝑅/𝑃𝑃𝑝𝑝𝑝𝑝 − 𝜕𝜕𝑅𝑅/𝜕𝜕𝑝𝑝, 

were R denotes the gas constant, p the pressure, and 𝑃𝑃𝑝𝑝 the specific heat at constant 

pressure. Figure 10 shows the difference of vertical profile of static stability averaged 

in reference region. A greater background static stability difference field appears in 
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boreal summer than in boreal winter. This implies that global warming induced static 

stability increase is greater in boreal summer than winter. As a result, MJO variability 

is suppressed more in boreal summer than in boreal winter. This favors greater MJO 

variability in boreal winter under global warming. 

 

5. Conclusion 

The long-term trend of MJO intensity is examined using NOAA 20th Century 

Reanalysis dataset for a centennial period from 1871 to 2008. A multi-variate MJO 

index with the 20-100-day filtered 200hPa and 850hPa zonal wind and OLR fields is 

used to define the MJO intensity. It is found that the amplitude of MJO intensity 

increases significantly during the past 138 years. A further separation of boreal winter 

and summer MJO variability indicates that the winter increasing trend is greater than 

the summer trend, implying an enhanced winter-summer difference in MJO activity 

since 1871 with use of three different RMM indices. 

To quantitatively and clearly demonstrate key process and compare the seasonal 

difference, we show the difference of low-level specific humidity (averaged for 

1000-700hPa), mid-tropospheric vertical p-velocity (averaged at 500-300hPa) and 

column mean static stability (100hPa-300hPa) between Stage 2 and Stage 1 averaged 

over the key reference region in boreal winter and summer (Fig. 11). The cause of the 

distinctive winter and summer trends is primarily attributed to the difference in the 

vertical velocity trend in the eastern equatorial Indian Ocean associated with the 

vertical-meridional overturning circulation in the region. In boreal winter, global SST 

warming causes enhanced convection and ascending motion over the oceanic ITCZ 

over tropical Indian Ocean and along South Pacific Convergence zone (SPCZ). This 

vertical velocity effect works together with the increased surface moisture in place 

causes the strengthened MJO variability in northern winter. In boreal summer, 
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climatologically there are two zonally oriented convective zones over the tropical 

Indian Ocean. One is along the monsoon trough and the other is near the equator. 

Anomalous convection along the two zones often exhibits a seesaw characteristic, 

with enhanced convection in one zone but suppressed convection in the other (Jiang et 

al. 2004; Qi et al. 2008). In response to global warming, the monsoon precipitation is 

enhanced, and the enhanced monsoon convection induces anomalous Hadley 

circulation and thus anomalous subsidence over the equatorial zone (Hsu and Li 

2012b). The suppressed convection in the equatorial region tends to weaken the 

eastward-propagating MJO mode, offsetting the moisture effect. As a result, a 

relatively weaker increasing trend of eastward-propagating MJO is observed for the 

boreal summer. Thus, the cause of the distinctive seasonal contrast lies on background 

mean vertical velocity change under global warming. In addition, a greater increase of 

atmospheric static stability in boreal summer under global warming also helps 

strengthen the winter–summer MJO trend difference. 

Most of previous studies on MJO future projection under global warming 

focused on MJO intensity change during boreal winter (e.g., Liu et al. 2013; Arnold et 

al. 2015; Maloney 2019; Cui and Li 2019). They concluded that MJO intensity would 

strengthen under global warming, which is consistent with the current result that the 

winter MJO intensity increases during the past 138 years. On the other hand, Jones 

and Carvalho (2006) pointed out that a positive linear trend of MJO intensity was 

observed since 1960s in both the summer and winter seasons, and the boreal summer 

trend appeared greater. Tao et al. (2015) also found a stronger positive trend in boreal 

summer with a shorter period. Such a seasonal contrast differs from the current 

analysis. This points out that the trend is sensitive to the period studied. Jones and 

Carvalho (2006) and Tao et al. (2015) used a data period shorter than 50 years. As a 

result, their results are greatly influenced by natural interdecadal fluctuations. A 
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longer period is needed to separate the global warming signal from the interdecadal 

signal. Indeed, data quality in earlier 20th century is not as good as in later periods. 

But this is what we have. Model data have even more serious biases. 

In this study we focused on the analysis of long-term reanalysis data. It would be 

interesting to further examine the winter and summer MJO trends in various CMIP5 

models under different global warming scenarios. How the change of background 

circulation (such as anomalous ascending or descending motion) and moisture fields 

affects MJO intensity and frequency is another open issue, which requires further 

investigation with idealized numerical model experiments. These issues will be 

addressed in future endeavor. 
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Figure Captions 

Fig .1 (Top and middle panel) Leading EOF patterns of 850hPa zonal wind (red line), 

200hPa zonal wind (blue line) and OLR (black line) associated with (a) 

RMM_NCEP, (b) RMM _NOAA and for the period of 1979-2008. (Bottom panel) 

Lead-lag correlations between two leading EOFs (c-d). The red line in (c, d) 

represents the threshold of 95% significant correlation. 

Fig. 2 Time series of the MJO intensity index associated with RMM _NOAA from 

1871-2008 (black line). Blue curve represents a 91-day running mean. Red curve 

represents the long-term trend, exceeding a 99% confidence level with 

Mann-Kenadall test.  

Fig. 3 Time series of the boreal winter (blue) and summer (red) MJO intensity index 

associated with RMM_NOAA from 1871-2008. The trend of winter (summer) is 

0.055 (0.040) per decade. Both the trends exceed a 99% confidence level with 

Mann-Kenadall test. 

Fig. 4 Time series (bar) of the MJO winter (December-May) and summer 

(June-November) difference index (winter minus summer) from (a) 

RMM_NOAA, (b) RMM_circulation and (c) RMM_OLR since 1871. Black line 

represents the trend of winter-summer difference. All trends exceed a 90% 

confidence level with Mann-Kenadall test.  

Fig. 5 Time series of boreal winter (blue line) and summer (red line) MJO intensity 

indices (minus annual mean trend) and their trends associated with RMM 

_NOAA . Both the winter and summer trends exceed a 90% confidence level 

with Mann-Kenadall test. 

Fig. 6 The first EOF mode patterns (left) and corresponding time series (right) of 

global monthly 8-year low-pass filtered SST fields in all seasons (a, b), boreal 
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winter only (c, d) and boreal summer only (e. f) for the period of 1871-2008. The 

difference between boreal winter and summer is shown in bottom panel. 

Fig. 7 Climatological mean vertical p-velocity field (a, Pa/s, averaged at 500-300hPa) 

and specific humidity field (c, kg/kg, averaged at 1000-700hPa) in boreal winter 

during 1871-2008 and the difference fields of the mean vertical velocity (b) and 

specific humidity (d) between Stage 2 and Stage 1. The rectangle indicates the key 

analysis region. Stippling denotes 99% confidence level according to the Student’s 

t test. 

Fig. 8 As in Fig. 7, except for boreal summer. 

Fig. 9 Meridional-vertical cross section of the vertical overturning circulation 

(streamline; omega*1000) and vertical p-velocity (omega, shaded, Pa/s) 

difference fields between Stage 2 and Stage 1 averaged over 75°E-100°E in 

boreal (a) winter and (b) summer. 

Fig. 10 Difference of vertical profile of atmospheric static stability (winter: dash; 

summer: solid) between Stage 2 and Stage 1 averaged over (10°S-5°N, 

75°E-100°E). 

Fig. 11 The difference of background specific humidity (10-4 kg/kg, 1000-700hPa), 

vertical p-velocity (10-3 Pa/s, 500-300hPa) and static stability (10-6, 1000-300hPa) 

between Stage 2 and Stage 1 averaged over (10°S-5°N, 75°E-100°E) in boreal 

winter (blue) and summer (orange).  
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Table captions 

Table 1: Correlation coefficients between the time series (1979-2008) of PC1, PC2 

and the MJO intensity index derived from RMM_NCEP index and those from 

the 20th Century Reanalysis product for a combined circulation-OLR index 

(RMM_NOAA), a circulation-only index (RMM_circulation) and a OLR-only 

index (RMM_OLR). The values that exceed the 99% confidence level are 

marked in bold (by an asterisk). 

Table 2: The skewness of winter-summer difference time series during the first and 

last N year periods. The values that exceed the 95% confidence level (set to 

±0.67) are marked in bold (by an asterisk). 

Table 3: Correlation coefficients between winter-summer difference and global 

warming, IPO, AMO time series. The values that exceed the 90% confidence 

level are marked in bold (by an asterisk). The value in bracket represents the 

degree of freedom, based on the method used in Chen (1982). 
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Table 1: Correlation coefficients between the time series (1979-2008) of PC1, PC2 

and the MJO intensity index derived from RMM_NCEP index and those from the 

20th Century Reanalysis product for a combined circulation-OLR index 

(RMM_NOAA), a circulation-only index (RMM_circulation) and a OLR-only index 

(RMM_OLR). The values that exceed the 99% confidence level are marked in bold 

(by an asterisk). 

 

 PC1 PC2 MJO Index 

RMM _NOAA 0.75* 0.74* 0.88* 

RMM_circulation 0.83* 0.79* 0.84* 

RMM_OLR 0.67* 0.44* 0.42* 
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Table 2: The skewness of winter-summer difference time series during the first and 

last N year periods. The values that exceed the 95% confidence level (set to ±0.67) are 

marked in bold (by an asterisk). 

 

 First N years Last N years 

N=30 -1.25* 1.08* 

N=40 -1.04* 1.0* 

N=50 -0.93* 1.08* 

N=60 -1.13* 1.13* 
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Table 3: Correlation coefficients between winter-summer difference and global 

warming, IPO, AMO time series. The values that exceed the 90% confidence level are 

marked in bold (by an asterisk). The value in bracket represents the degree of freedom, 

based on the method used in Chen (1982). 

 

 Global Warming IPO AMO 

Dif_NOAA 0.18(91)* -0.01(122) -0.09(109) 
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